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Ireland’s Forests ~ a brief history

• Ireland has one of the lowest forest cover in Europe 11%

• In 1900, Ireland had less than 1%

• State planting programme began

• Largely fast growing non-native conifers
– 53% Sitka spruce

– 24% Other conifers

– 23% Broadleaf species

• Private planting financially incentivised

• Today 53% public 47% private
– Mostly young productive forests

• Government afforestation programme
– Expected increase due to climate change



Production Forest Ireland



Some Quick Facts and Figures

• 21,000 forest owners

• 3.3 million cubic meters harvested in 2018

• 7.9 million cubic meters forecasted for 2023

• 83% exported to the UK

• 12,000 rural jobs

• €2.3 billion to economy

• Output set to double in 15 years



And a few more

• Value of forest products 
– €355 million

• Panel product production 
– €240 million

• Biomass production 
– 1.4million m3

• Energy from Biomass
– 9m Gj valued over €70m

• Value of forest based leisure 
and tourism 
– €400m

• 380 million tonnes carbon 
sequestered



Political Landscape

• Climate Change recognised 
as the leading challenge of 
our times

• Many Governments are now 
reacting
– E.g. Ireland last week

• Role of forest sector 
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Ireland’s Forest Bioeconomy 
Today

• Irish Forest Sector 
comprises a range of 
industries that form a 
complete supply chain

• Sector set to double in 
output

• Availability of green jobs
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Bringing it together ?

National Bioeconomy Campus 
Lisheen Tipperary



Bringing it together ?



Green Jobs ~ What are we 
doing in Forestry?

• Attending events for 
students and promoting 
forestry as a modern, 
progressive, viable career

• Forestry Ambassador 
programme

• Second level schools 

• Graduate Programme



Graduate Programme



Challenges & outlook

• Attracting people to forestry remains 
challenging

• Demonstrating sustainability criteria 
in a credible manner

• Climate change agenda

• Social media “truths”



Growing the Irish Bioeconomy

• Recent Irish publication

• Vision of a healthy Irish 
forest bioeconomy

• creating sustainable 
jobs in rural Ireland

• supporting national 
land-use carbon 
reduction and climate 
adaption objectives

• Available to download
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